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Disclaimer: CrowdStrike derived this information from
investigations in non-classified environments. Since we value
our client’s privacy and interests, some data has been redacted
or sanitized.
In previous posts of this “Mo’ Shells Mo’ Problems” blog series
we discussed web shells with specific Deep Panda adversary
examples as well as how to detect them within your enterprise
using file stacking and web log analysis. This blog entry
completes the series with related methodology for detecting web
shells using network packet capture data.
Network detection of web shells can be a particularly important
line of defense; especially if stacking and web log analysis are
not feasible in your environment. Host-based indicators of the
initial compromise may be hard to come by if the adversary
already has a long-standing presence in an environment where
the logs were either erased or rolled over due to time. This is
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particularly true with web shells as they may be used very
sporadically once installed and are often a fallback option in
case another, noisier, backdoor is discovered. During their
inactivity, web shells do not generate any traffic on the network,
as you would normally find with a Remote Access Tool (RAT)
beaconing out to a command and control server on a regular
interval. It’s important that you are able to detect web shells
when given the chance, as they can be as dangerous to your
environment as any RAT. In the rest of this blog post we walk
through a variety of ways to detect web shells via the network.
Network Signatures
Signature-based intrusion detection systems (IDSs), like Snort,
can be very powerful for identifying known web shells. Such
solutions are entirely dependent, however, on the signatures they
use (much like anti-virus products are only as good as their virus
definitions). If a web shell is known, analyzed, and has
signatures written and implemented for it, the false positive rate
and amount of content required for manual review can be very
low. Companies such as CrowdStrike spend significant time and
effort creating such signatures based on malicious traffic they
find in the wild. Subscribing to such a set of Snort signatures
can increase a security team’s visibility for many/most known
past and current threats. The usual issue applies, however, where
future web shell characteristics cannot be predicted, nor can an
effective generic web shell signature be written that would do
any justice or raise detection confidence. If there were, you
wouldn’t be seeing this blog series with multiple methodologies
used for web shell detection, as we wouldn’t need any others and
adversaries would quickly shift to a different family of malware.
As discussed in Part 1 of this blog series, Mo’ Shells Mo’ Problems
– Deep Panda Web Shells, the Deep Panda web shell exhibits
unique characteristics in the HTTP header in addition to specific
HTML content that make using custom Snort IDS signatures
possible. Below, we’ve provided a few such signatures that detect
the Deep Panda web shell. By showing the original packet
captures, we hope to demonstrate how you might develop your
own signatures after encountering unknown malware.
The following packet capture is a GET request for the Deep Panda
web shell, system_web.aspx. You’ll notice the uniquely
http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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identifying “Keep-Alive” value of “320” along with the
“Accept-Language” value of “es-DS”.

The following Snort signature takes advantage of these unique
characteristics and will trigger an alert if encountered.

This next packet capture is another GET request for the Deep
Panda web shell, system_web.aspx, but this time using the
cookie value referenced in Part 1 of this blog series. This
particular cookie content appears unique to this web shell and is
used in the following Snort signature, where a 1 or 2 digit number
is assigned to the cookie value for “zWiz”.
The corresponding Snort signature is as follows.

Beyond the HTTP header information identified above, the actual
HTML content can be very useful in identifying the web shell via
the network. In the case of the Deep Panda web shell, a specific
set of fields and buttons are presented to the end user, and are
labeled accordingly in the captured HTML. The following packet
capture displays a snippet of this HTML that produces the web
shell interface.

http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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This HTML produces the following web shell.

The corresponding Snort signature based on this design is as
follows.

It is still possible to leverage or create more general web shell
IDS signatures for your environment that go beyond specific web
shells. One example would be a Snort signature that looks for a
long Base64-encoded POST request (e.g. 30 or more continuous
valid Base64 characters without a space). Such signatures will
come with many more false positives and will likely require
tailoring to your environment. The better you know your network
and the traffic you expect, the better you’ll be able to tailor such
signatures and reduce false positives.
HTTP Request Analysis
Hunting through network packet capture data can be tough if
you don’t know exactly what you’re looking for, but it is possible
to identify a web shell using techniques similar to those
http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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discussed in Part 3 of this blog series, Mo’ Shells Mo’ Problems –
Web Server Log Analysis. In that post we used statistical
analysis on web server logs to identify anomalous web server
activity. Using Bro IDS (https://www.bro.org/) to generate log
data from network traffic captures, an analyst can apply the
same principles of stacking and statistical analysis to network
traffic data with the goal of identifying outliers.
Bro IDS is a powerful network analysis framework which parses
common network protocols and generates verbose log data
characterizing the network traffic state. This data is extremely
valuable for network forensics and hunting for suspicious
behavior within network traffic. Using bro-cut to examine the
Bro http.log file generated from the Deep Panda web shell
network packet captures we can see that the malicious requests
stick out because of both the web shell’s extended file path
length and the low number of requests to the web shell.

Command: bro-cut uri < http.log | sort | uniq -c
The above bro-cut command counts the number of unique uri
field values in the http.log file and displays the respective
counts. It may also be possible to discover anomalous web server
activity, like a covert web shell, by racking and stacking the
http.log bro log based on the following fields: source ip,
destination port, http user-agent and http referrer.

Useful bro-cut commands:

http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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It is important to note that performing statistical analysis on log
data such as this may very well lead to the discovery of
malicious activity, but at other times may lead to an analytical
dead end. A proactive approach can be taken to minimize some
of the noise and increase the odds of identifying anomalous
activity as malicious. Whitelisting the known good and
uninteresting URIs prior to stacking the http.log data may
provide a less noisy dataset. It is worth stating again that the
better you know your network the more effectively your hunting
activities will be.

Command: A quick grep -Fxv will whitelist out all known good URI
paths in the http.log
IP Address Analysis
Tracking adversary activity in your network may sometimes be
as simple as identifying a known bad IP address communicating
with one of your systems. This flagged traffic could very well be
the adversary communicating with their web shell, or another
backdoor in your environment. Often times, however, legitimate
traffic may be flagged as suspicious requiring significant time to
weed out false positives. The trick here is managing the list of
“known bad” or suspicious IP addresses as best as possible. A
variety of categories for such IP addresses of interest are
discussed in the sections below.

Network Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)
Your network IOCs may come from previous or current
investigations at your company where you’ve been able to
associate an IP address to malicious activity, as well as from
subscription-based intelligence feeds for a more complete and
proactive set. While network indicators can be great and lead
you right to compromise, it is also quite common, especially in
the case of a web shell, that attackers switch up their IPs
regularly making this more of a challenge.
http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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TOR, VPN and Proxy Services
A regularly updated list of TOR exit nodes could prove useful for
identifying suspicious traffic in your environment if you would
not expect or want to see TOR traffic connecting to your hosts. In
addition, identifying traffic that comes from commonly-used
VPN and proxy services, which are regularly leveraged by
adversaries, will provide further avenues for analysis. In many
cases, IP ranges for these VPN and proxy services are readily
available. You may quickly decide, however, that tracking TOR
exit nodes and VPN/proxy solutions comes with more upkeep
than you have time for, but it remains a good tactic to be aware
of should you have concerns in your environment. In a recent
Deep Panda investigation we found the adversary using a
popular US-based VPN solution to disguise their IP address and
connect to their web shell. It is important to keep in mind that
legitimate users may also take advantage of TOR or VPN/proxy
solutions for privacy or security benefits, so their use alone is
not an indicator of compromise. However, as knowledge is power,
it is often this sort of additional information that quickly helps
to identify an avenue for further investigation.

Physical Location
Geolocation services may be used to determine the approximate
location of an IP address. Traffic coming from or going to
countries abnormal for your environment should be looked at



BLOG
more closely. The
obvious difficulty here is the great potential for
false positives depending on what is “normal” for your
environment. The Deep Panda web shells discussed throughout
this blog series are attributed to China, however, many
companies have legitimate communications with China, making
this a difficult indicator to use on its own. The effectiveness of
geolocation will depend greatly on your environment and
whether or not the adversary utilizes VPN or proxy services.

Internal IPs
Traffic flows that are internal to your own network may be just as
valuable as the external IP address analysis discussed above.
Web shells are often deployed laterally by an attacker that
already has a foothold in your network and would like to have a
web shell ready as a backup should the need arise. Monitoring
http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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anomalous internal traffic to your web servers would be a good
start to detecting this sort of lateral web shell deployment,
accompanied by appropriate network segmentation where
possible. HTTP Request Stacking, discussed in this blog post,
may be useful to find such anomalies.
Detecting the Initial Compromise
One of the most effective ways of identifying web shells (or any
adversary activity) is by identifying the initial compromise that
allowed it to be placed in your environment and then narrowing
in on surrounding activity. File stacking and web log analysis
covered earlier in this blog series are that much easier if you can
identify a timeframe or specific host for analysis.
If you have architected your network to have good packet capture
data and NetFlow available, most of the detection techniques
discussed previously in this series are also viable during
network analysis. As an example, SQL injection, remote file
inclusion and directory enumeration can be easily detected
using similar steps to those discussed in Part 3 of this blog
series, Mo’ Shells Mo’ Problems – Web Server Log Analysis. The
main difference in the network review is the platform you’ll



leverage, as you’ll want a PCAP-capable tool such as Snort or
Suricata to use for request analysis and alerting.
Summary
Detecting web shells via the network can prove to be a challenge,
but is feasible. Using a combination of the methodologies
presented in this blog series gives security teams a better
chance for detecting web shells so they don’t go unnoticed –
something the adversary has enjoyed for too long. To detect web
shells via the network, consider the following network
approaches:
Keep your IDS signatures up to date with best-of-breed
intelligence subscriptions
Know your network and identify anomalies
Monitor internal and external IP traffic
Stack your HTTP requests and see what stands out
Look for signs of initial compromise to narrow down your
search
http://www.crowdstrike.com/blog/mo-shells-mo-problems-network-detection/
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Combine approaches to strengthen confidence
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